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ABSTRACT

The second Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS-II) field study is described.
The field program consisted of nine flights in marine stratocumulus West-Southwest of San Diego California.
The objective of the program was to better understand the physics and dynamics of marine stratocumulus.
Toward this end special flight strategies, including predominantly nocturnal flights, were employed to opti-
mize estimates of entrainment velocities at cloud top, large-scale divergence within the boundary layer, driz-
zle processes in the cloud, cloud microstructure, and aerosol-cloud interactions. Cloud conditions during
DYCOMS-II were excellent with almost every flight having uniformly overcast clouds topping a well-mixed
boundary layer. Although the emphasis of the manuscript is on the goals and methodologies of DYCOMS-
II, some preliminary findings are also presented — the most significant being that the cloud layers appear to
entrain less and drizzle more than previous theoretical work led investigators to expect.
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The stratocumulus topped boundary layer (hereafter the STBL), which prevails in the subtropics in
regions where the underlying ocean is much colder than the overlying atmosphere, is thought to be an
important component of the climate system. Perhaps most striking is its impact on the radiative balance at
the top of the atmosphere. The seasonally averaged net cloud radiative forcing from the STBL has been
estimated to be as large as 70 Wm � � (Stephens and Greenwald, 1991), more than an order of magnitude
larger than the radiative forcing associated with a doubling of atmospheric CO � . This means that even rather
subtle sensitivities of the STBL to changes in the properties of the atmospheric aerosol (cf., Twomey, 1974;
Albrecht, 1989; Brenguier et al., 2000b), or the large-scale environment (Rodwell and Hoskins, 2001), can
still project significantly onto the overall radiative budget. In addition, the effect of the STBL on the surface
energy budget and thus the overall climatology of the tropics is also thought to be significant (cf., Mechoso
et al., 1995; Ma et al., 1996; Philander et al., 1996). However, attempts to quantify these, and other, effects
are frustrated by our inability to quantify, let alone understand, key elements of stratocumulus physics.

Two questions stand out: First, how efficiently do stratocumulus entrain (incorporate through turbulent
mixing) air from the warm, dry, quasi-laminar, free troposphere, into the cool, moist, turbulent boundary
layer? Second, how important is drizzle? The two processes are, of course, related. Both act directly to re-
duce the amount of water in the cloud layer, and indirectly to modify the heat budget, thereby impacting the
dynamics. Moreover, because drizzle is thought to suppress entrainment (Stevens et al., 1998), and because
entrainment is thought to suppress drizzle, the relative interplay between the processes may be subtle, which
could make them difficult to untangle. Nonetheless, recent advances in observational technology have intro-
duced new possibilities for understanding entrainment, drizzle, their interplay, and external processes (such
as factors regulating cloud microstructure, and cloud-aerosol interactions) which may regulate this inter-
play. This combination of refined theoretical questions, and advances in observational technologies, helped
to motivate a recent field program, DYCOMS-II (Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus) which
this paper aims to describe.

Entrainment
To help one understand why entrainment is so important it helps to think in terms of the mixed layer theory
of Lilly (1968), wherein the STBL is identified as a distinct layer of the atmosphere whose properties are
largely determined by exchanges with the underlying surface on the one hand, and dilution through the
incorporation of air from the free-troposphere (i.e., entrainment) on the other. The entrainment velocity, �
can be defined in terms of an equation for the depth, ��� of the STBL:� ��! #"$�$%'&)(*� (1)

where &)( is the large-scale vertical velocity evaluated at ��+ One can think of � as the diabatic growth rate
of the layer. It essentially quantifies the dilution rate of the STBL and thus is critical in determining its
overall state.

Interest in entrainment is not only motivated by its importance to the state of the STBL, but also by
the extent to which previous work has been unable to constrain it. Indeed much recent work has been
devoted toward articulating an entrainment rule, which given the mean state and the forcing would produce
an estimate of �,+ Most of this work has been based on large-eddy simulation. It has, in part, been spurred
on by the startling results of Moeng and co authors (1996), which show how simulations of the same case
by different groups differ by nearly an order of magnitude in their prediction of the mixing (or entrainment)
rate across cloud top. Such differences have subsequently been shown to be due to a variety of factors,
most notably variability in the treatment of physical processes such as radiation and condensation. But
numerical issues are also important, Stevens et al. (1999) show that insufficient resolution of the radiative
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cooling in the vicinity of the cloud top interface leads to systematic biases in estimates of entrainment. More
unified treatments of physical processes have helped reduce the discrepancies among models, but (perhaps
because of poorly understood numerical sensitivities) significant differences persist. In a survey of recent
work Stevens (2002) shows that different entrainment rules derived from state-of-the-art simulations can
still differ by more than a factor of two. Moreover, when these parameterizations are incorporated into a
mixed-layer model, the equilibrium solutions for typical climatological conditions have equilibrium sensible
and latent heat fluxes that vary by as much as 40 Wm � � and cloud liquid water paths that vary by factors of
two or more. With this degree of discord, one might think that observations could usefully arbitrate disputes
posed by models. However, estimating entrainment from real data has also proven to be challenging.

Fundamentally there are two different techniques for inferring � from data, we call these the divergence
and tracer method respectively. The divergence method evaluates � from (1) as:

�-" � ��! % . (/10 �32 � (2)

where 0 "547698:47;<%=4?>@8:4?A is the divergence of the horizontal wind. The tracer method evaluates �
from the budget of trace-constituents (denoted by B ) across the cloud top interfacial layer. If this layer is
sufficiently thin, and if sources of B are not important over this region, the budget requires that

�1CED FHG B GJI (BLK<M B � (3)

where D F G B G I ( is the turbulent flux just below the top of the cloud layer. The term in the denominator, often
referred to as the jump and denoted NOBP� measures the change in the constituent amount across the top of the
STBL. Note that the number of independent estimates of � which can be deduced from the tracer method
is only limited by ones ability to identify and measure tracers, BP� with suitable properties, i.e., well defined
jumps and negligible interfacial sources. Moreover, because D FQG B GRI ( can be estimated independently in two
ways (either directly via eddy-correlation, or as a residual of the budget of B over the STBL as a whole), to
the extent that the numerator in (3) is the source of uncertainty in the estimate of �,� one can estimate � in
two independent ways for each tracer.

In the past it has not been possible to estimate 0 from flight data in the STBL, and so investigators who
have tried to use the divergence method, i.e., (2), for estimating � have been forced to rely on forecast mod-
els for estimates of 0 � (e.g., Bretherton et al., 1995; De Roode and Duynkerke, 1997). As a consequence
most previous estimates of � have been based on an application of the tracer method. For instance during
DYCOMS-I (Lenschow et al., 1988) entrainment was estimated on the basis of fast response measurements
of O S and H � O (Kawa and Pearson, 1989). Likewise, in his studies of stratocumulus over the North Sea
Nicholls (1984) estimated � based on the water budget. Subsequent studies, (e.g., Bretherton et al., 1995;
De Roode and Duynkerke, 1997) have made similar estimates, either based on measurements of O S or water
vapor. Despite the growing literature, previous observations have not provided particularly strong bounds
on �,+ One reason is that neither H � O nor O S are ideal tracers for estimating entrainment, so that estimates
based on an application of the tracer method using these variables tend to have relatively large uncertainties.
Another reason is that almost all observational estimates of entrainment have been for daytime, when the ra-
diative forcing of the boundary layer is difficult to measure and changes considerably with time. In contrast,
all of the theoretical work applies to nighttime, which eliminates these complications.

DYCOMS-II addressed these issues by sampling the clouds predominantly at night, and by attempting
to estimate � using both the divergence and tracer methods. In addition to better constraining the forcing,
nighttime measurements eliminate solar forcing (which is difficult to measure) and thus facilitates estimates
of the heat budget. Because the evolution of cloud base couples the heat and moisture budgets of the
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layer, simply tracking the evolution of cloud base during the night greatly constrains these budgets, thereby
constraining heat or moisture budget based estimates of entrainment using (3).

During DYCOMS-II, tracer based estimates of � were also based on measurements of two additional
passive tracers, DMS (CH S SCH S or dimethyl sulfide) and Ozone (O S ). In these cases the numerator in (3)
was estimated only from eddy correlation measurements, as budget residual estimates were more difficult
to make. The use of DMS in this regard is novel. Because the only known source of DMS is at the surface,
and because its lifetime (a few days) is too short to lead to appreciable concentrations in the free atmosphere
but is long compared to the mixing timescale in the STBL, it should exhibit well defined jumps. For this
reason it is thought to be nearly ideal for estimating entrainment via (3). In contrast H � O and O S can
vary significantly above the boundary layer, leading to large uncertainties in estimates of the jumps, which
frustrates the use of (3) to estimate �,+ Indeed O S sometimes has jumps that change sign across the study
area (e.g., Kawa and Pearson, 1989), thereby making the relation (3) ill defined. Another limitation of H � O
is that it is partitioned into two phases in the cloud layer, this makes it difficult to measure on the one hand,
and introduces gravitational fluxes out of air parcels (drizzle), which behave in a non-conservative manner,
on the other hand. DYCOMS-II hoped to at least overcome the measurement difficulties of H � O in the
cloud through the use of a new, high-rate, laser hygrometer (the TDL, or tunable diode laser, May, 1998)
capable of making very precise measurements of water vapor in cloud. Although in principle DMS has more
potential as a means for estimating entrainment, the idea was not to supplant the other tracer based methods
of estimating �T� but rather to supplement them with an additional tracer-based method of comparable or
greater accuracy.

DYCOMS-II also was designed around the possibility of estimating � using the divergence method.
To do so requires a means for estimating 0 � and the evolution of ��+ Technological advancements which
make this feasible include the development of the Scanning Aerosol Back-scatter Lidar (SABL) and the
GPS-corrected wind fields. The SABL gives precise measurements of cloud-top height when flying above
cloud. GPS corrections to the gust-probe plus inertial reference system estimates of the wind motivate
estimates of 0 by integrating the track normal component of the lateral velocity field around a closed flight
track (Lenschow, 1996; Lenschow et al., 1999). The mean vertical velocity at the STBL top may then be
estimated as M 0 ��+ In addition, proxy data from forecast models, and estimates of 0 directly from remotely
sensed wind fields (e.g., SeaWinds, Liu, 2002), and the tracking of layers in composite soundings from
dropsondes, all provide additional constraints and bounds on the method, thereby increasing our ability to
evaluate � from (2).

One last technological development which motivated a new observational attack on the entrainment
problem was the availability of the NSF/NCAR C130. Its long-range facilitates more extensive sampling of
more remote layers, and its large-payload enables the delivery of a greater range of scientific instrumentation
to the target area.

The Flights
The field program took place in July 2001. Remotely sensed data, forecast model output, and other data
of opportunity were collected and archived for the entire month, and research flights took place from July
7, 2001 through July 28, 2001. Flight operations were based out of North Island Naval Air Station, just
across the bay from San Diego. The target area was approximately one hour west southwest of San Diego
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The field program consisted of seven entrainment research flights and two radar
research flights.

The entrainment flights were designed following a template illustrated with the aid of Fig. 2. Although
no single flight followed this schematic exactly, its essential elements were incorporated into every entrain-
ment flight. These elements included circles to estimate divergences and fluxes concurrently (see also the
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Figure 1: DYCOMS-II target area superimposed on TMI derived SSTs for the experimental period [the TRMM
(Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission) Microwave Imager (TMI), sees through non precipitating cloud decks]. The
planned target area (for which forecast data is archived) is shown by the rectangle. The actual target area, where
90-95% of the measurements were made (excluding ferries) is shown by the rhomboid. Flight track RF07 is also
overlaid to illustrate a typical entrainment flight pattern. Open boxes are approximate locations of previous flights
during DYCOMS-I and eight of the ten FIRE flights. The location of the Tanner Banks Buoy is also noted.
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flight track in Fig. 1) and long legs to reduce sampling errors in fluxes and other higher-order statistics.
The stacking of these legs can allow better estimates of cloud-top or surface fluxes. In addition, frequent
profiling of the layer facilitated evaluation of the layer evolution. Lastly, the long legs above cloud allowed
ample time for remote sampling of the layer.

30km

Eight 30 minute circles at fourdifferent levels in PBL and profiling

allows one to reconstruct profiles 

and map evolution of the mean state.  

Shown here are the profiles and leg 

means from RF01.  The level legs 
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through the depth of the PBL.
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estimate divergence and vorticity.
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of aircraft nearer surface.  Data from these legs

indicated by red dots on figure below.

30 minute cloud top profiling 

circle to estimate cloud top jumps.

4-6 PBL soundings 
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Remote sensing legs: Three 30 min circles
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Figure 2: DYCOMS-II Flight Strategy. Symbols in bottom panel refer to total water mixing ratio, ULVXW its change
across cloud top, YZU[V\W liquid water potential temperature ]L^�W its change across cloud top, Y_]L^`W and liquid water mixing
ratio Ua^�b

Experimental conditions during DYCOMS-II were excellent. The uniformity and extent of cloud cover
were unprecedented, even for stratocumulus experiments. An example of the morning satellite imagery
for RF01 is given in Fig. 3 — if anything the areal extent of the cloud layer was less on this flight than
on subsequent flights. We attribute the favorable conditions to two factors: First, seven of nine research
flights were nocturnal, and satellite images often showed that daytime gaps in the cloud layer tended to fill
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during the early evening — well before our usual take-off time of around 11:15 pm local time. Second, the
synoptic environment was more conducive to well-formed stratocumulus than usual. In past experiments
it has been customary to rank cases, based on uniformity of cloud cover. For instance during DYCOMS-
I Lenschow et al. (1988) developed a seven point scale for rating cloud cover, with one denoting solid,
unbroken stratus, two near solid, with occasional breaks and three to seven denoting increasingly broken
or more variable boundary layers. Although DYCOMS-I experienced generally more ideal conditions than
subsequent large experiments (e.g., Albrecht et al., 1988, 1995) only one of the DYCOMS-I flights rated a
one on the Lenschow scale, with three other flights rating a two. In contrast eight of the nine DYCOMS-II
flights rated a one. The lone deviant was RF02 which had only 97% lidar-derived cloud cover and thus rated
a two.

Figure 3: GOES 10 channel one (visible) image for conditions near the end of research flight (RF) 01. Note
widespread region of uniform marine stratocumulus cloud cover surrounding the target area. The preliminary tar-
get area is boxed, the actual region in which almost all of the flight hours were spent is bounded by the rhomboid.

Apart from the uniformity of cloud cover, the structure of observed cloud layers varied greatly. Boundary
layer depths varied by nearly a factor of two (from lows of 600 m on several of the flights to a high of
1100 m on RF04). Cloud depths, and cloud top liquid water concentrations varied similarly, with cloud
depths ranging from less than 300 to over 500 m and liquid water concentrations from 0.5 - 1.0 g kg �dc .
In contrast, DYCOMS-I also experienced relatively well-formed stratus layers, but the cloud depths were
thinner, between 100 and 300 m. Surface winds during DYCOMS-II were generally northwesterly but their
magnitude varied considerably, from 5 to 12 ms �dc . Microphysically we also observed rich differences in
cloud structure, with some cloud layers having small numbers of cloud droplets, characteristic of a pristine
marine environment, and others having somewhat larger concentrations of cloud droplets, indicative of a
greater continental influence. Drizzle was common, with some flights showing persistent radar echos greater
than 20 dBZ. Further details and a more quantitative overview of the flights are provided in the electronic
supplement to this article. The variety of conditions sampled should enable an evaluation of how different
aspects of the mean state influence the dynamics and physics of the cloud layer.
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Much of the variability in cloud conditions correlates with variations in synoptic conditions. During
the second week of flight operations (corresponding to Research Flights 4 through 6), the Pacific high
strengthened and its major axis became oriented along a more north-south direction. At the same time a
strong low pressure system developed off the coast of British Columbia, centered over Seattle at 00 UTC
on 17 July. The influence of this depression was felt over the target area at upper levels and was associated
with strong cold-air advection aloft. The 850 hPa temperature decreased by 8 K through the month and by
4 K through the first week of the experiment. These changes resulted in significantly weaker inversions and
generally deeper (800-1100m) boundary layers with more variability in cloud-top height through the course
of a given mission.
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Figure 4: DMS Concentrations from Entrainment Flights.

Large flight-to-flight variability is also apparent in DMS concentrations (Fig. 4). DMS is rather more
dilute when the boundary layer is deep (RF04 and RF05) and rather more concentrated when the boundary
layer is shallow (RF03). Unlike some other tracers, DMS also varied considerably within a flight. As we
had hoped, DMS existed in ample amounts on every leg within the STBL, but was effectively absent above,
leading to well defined jumps locally. However we were surprised to routinely see DMS variations exceeding
20% around flight circles in the STBL. Such pronounced variability remains something of a mystery.

Drizzle
Few dispute that in regions where drizzle occurs, it is a key component of the water budget and can have
an important impact on the dynamics and structure of the STBL. However, its role in the climatology of
clouds on larger scales is controversial. Previous field programs have suggested that drizzle might be a rel-
atively common phenomenon (e.g., Brost et al., 1982; Duynkerke et al., 1995; Fox and Illingworth, 1997;
Vali et al., 1998), and thus could play a vital role in the evolution of the STBL (e.g., Paluch and Lenschow,
1991). In this respect simple theoretical models (e.g., Albrecht, 1989; Ackerman et al., 1993; Wang and Al-
brecht, 1986; Pincus and Baker, 1994) suggest that the modulation of drizzle by changes in the atmospheric
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aerosol could regulate cloud amount and thickness. Because these ideas provide a straightforward mecha-
nism whereby human activity could affect cloudiness, they have attracted considerable attention. Although
there exists a modest and growing literature on drizzle in the STBL (e.g., Chen and Cotton, 1987; Wang
and Wang, 1994; Austin et al., 1995; Gerber, 1996; Stevens et al., 1998; Vali et al., 1998) some very ele-
mentary questions remain, including the actual precipitation rates in marine stratocumulus and their relation
to ambient aerosol, cloud thickness and intensity of turbulence. For this reason, a central element of the
DYCOMS-II was an evaluation of drizzle processes in stratocumulus.

Figure 5: Radar reflectivity for a segment of research flight 3. The axis scales are 1:1.

The tendency toward less drizzle during the daytime, evidence of large spatial and temporal variability,
and suggestions of considerable vertical structure have all frustrated attempts to quantify its role. In the
past these problems were compounded by an exclusive reliance on in situ probes, whose sampling statistics
are poor and whose measurements, because of the intermingling of spatial and temporal variability, are
difficult to interpret. Cloud radars, on the other hand, sample much larger volumes, can rapidly profile an
entire column (or layer depending on their orientation) and are sensitive to larger moments of the droplet
spectrum. Thus they seem like a natural way to study drizzle. For this reason the University of Wyoming
Cloud Radar (WCR) was mounted on the NSF/NCAR C130 for DYCOMS-II.

The WCR was mounted in the rear of the aircraft and alternately looked through two antennae, one that
pointed straight down, and one that looked down and rearward (see electronic supplement). The DYCOMS-
II flight strategy, with cloud and subcloud legs, allows comparison of in situ microphysical probe data with
the radar reflectivity data from just below the aircraft to calibrate reflectivity/rainrate relationships for each
of the flights. Above-cloud legs allowed one to image the entire STBL and thus yield a more complete
view of the spatial structure of precipitation. Because the near surface region was always seen by the radar,
reflectivity/rainrate relationships for a given flight can be used to estimate the mean precipitation flux at the
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surface over the nearly seven hours during which the aircraft was in the study area, thus allowing much
improved estimates of the role of drizzle during DYCOMS-II.

Figure 6: Vertical profiles of precipitation rates estimated from the Wyoming Cloud Radar data from research flights
1, 2 and 3. Stippled regions show the cloud layer. The blue lines are mean values for entire circles of about 200 km
circumference. The dashed lines show the variability (90paths (LWP) and droplet concentrations (N) are also mean
values.

The use of two antennae also made dual-Doppler analyses possible. Thus in addition to revealing the
amount of drizzle in the STBL, and its local structure, the radar also images the velocity field in the cloud
— particularly in weakly or non-precipitating regions where the Doppler signal is dominated by air-motions
rather than the fall speeds of drizzle drops, which can be of a similar magnitude. In regions where drizzle
is heavier, a variety of techniques are available to separate the fallspeed contribution from the air motion
contribution to the Doppler velocity fields.

Two additional flights (RF06 and RF09) followed completely different patterns designed to evaluate the
fine-scale structure and evolution of convective eddies within the cloud layer. Rather than large sweeping
patterns designed to evaluate fluxes and budgets, RF06 and RF09 used staccato legs and sharp turns which
returned the aircraft to a selected point in the flow along a variety of headings (see electronic supplement).
This provides further insight into the interaction between microphysical and dynamical processes on the
cloud scale, as well as a basis for comparing clouds observed during DYCOMS-II to those observed in
previous campaigns (Vali et al., 1998) which used similar flight strategies.

As an example of the WCR data (Fig. 5) the structure of the cloud layer along a segment of RF03 shows
considerable variability in reflectivity associated both with individual turbulent updrafts and downdrafts
a few hundred meters wide and with mesoscale modulation on scales of 5 km or more. The variability
in this 15 minute flight segment foreshadows the variability among flights. Some flights sampled much
more drizzle than this, some almost none. One of the remarkable impressions left on the investigators was
how the apparent uniformity of the cloud top viewed from above could mask enormous variations in the
microphysical structure within the cloud layer.

Intra- and inter-flight variability is hinted at in Fig. 6, where averaged reflectivities are converted into
rainrate profiles using relationships from previous field campaigns (Vali et al., 1998). Along with the mean
profiles, profiles from sub-segments illustrate the variability within the layer. Combined with Fig. 5 a pic-
ture emerges whereby drizzle is clearly a convective, rather than a stratiform process, with drizzle rates in
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localized regions being orders of magnitude larger than elsewhere in the cloud. Layer averaged drizzle rates
greater than 0.5 mm/day (which correspond to evaporation rates of about 15 Wm � � ) begin to have signif-
icant effects on the layer averaged energetics. Local drizzle fluxes, which can be as large as 20 mm/day,
would be expected to dominate the dynamics of circulations in their vicinity. In these cases the data suggest
that drizzle helps organize the flow in a manner which helps maintain the cloud layer in the presence of
drizzle, as there is circumstantial evidence that these regions of intense drizzle are remarkably persistent.

Cloud Microstructure
Beyond the elementary issue of simply quantifying the propensity of stratocumulus to drizzle, the question
arises as to what underlying physical processes regulate drizzle fluxes to begin with. The characteristics
of the cloud layers observed during DYCOMS-II can be compared to previous observations (e.g., Austin
et al., 1995; Gerber, 1996) by comparing cloud droplet number concentrations, ef� and cloud thickness.
Initial indications are that the clouds observed during DYCOMS-II are somewhat thicker than the clouds
that have been observed in this geographic region in the past. Observed clouds (see electronic supplement
for a more detailed summary) ranged from less than 300 to over 500 m in depth, as compared to previous
(mainly daytime) observations, where cloud depths tended to be between 150 and 300m. While the cloud
layers observed during DYCOMS-II had more cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) than some of the drizzling
layers observed during studies elsewhere, (e.g., the Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition Experiment), they
were clearly characteristic of maritime clouds, with concentrations ranging from less than 100 to around
300 cm � S .

Although the cloud microstructure is thought to influence, and in turn be influenced by, drizzle, might
it not also tell us something about entrainment? Our discussion of entrainment above focused exclusively
on entrainment rates; but what about entrainment processes — about which even less is known. The mixing
of free-tropospheric air into the boundary layer requires warm-dry air parcels to mix with cool-saturated
air parcels. Because warming and drying tend to evaporate cloud water the detailed cloud microphysical
structure can serve as an excellent indicator of mixing processes at cloud top. However, in this case one is
likely to be less interested in average droplet concentrations or liquid water contents than in the details of the
deviations from these averages. To investigate such details from the C130 requires instrumentation capable
of sampling the flow at a very high rate.

To address these issues an ultra-fast thermometer (the UFT, Haman et al., 1997), a fast forward-scattering
spectrometer probe (the FFSSP, Brenguier et al., 1998) capable of estimating the droplet distribution, and a
particle volume monitor (PVM, Gerber, 1994) for estimating liquid water, were mounted within six meters of
each other (see electronic supplement and Fig 12) on the left wing of the C130. These probes all sampled the
flow at rates of 1000 Hz or greater, thereby allowing one to explore the microphysical and thermodynamic
structure of the cloud layer on scales ranging from 10 cm to several m. It is expected that the data from
these instruments will provide a first look at the smallest scales and microphysical changes associated with
the entrainment process at cloud-top (see for example Fig. 7).

The Aerosol
One aspect of the drizzle puzzle that human activities are known to influence is the background atmospheric
aerosol, which regulates cloud droplet concentrations ( e ) and the average cloud microstructure. Largely
for this reason, increasing attention is being given to quantifying relationships between the aerosol and
stratocumulus microphysics. Some general rules regarding the relationship between aerosol properties (e.g.,
cloud condensation nuclei, CCN, or accumulation mode aerosol concentrations) and e (Erlick et al., 2001)
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Figure 7: Comparison of PVM, UFT and FFSSP ultra high-rate measurements during the flight of the
NSF/NCAR C-130 through the top of an unbroken layer of Sc on 12 July (start of the 10-s interval is
12:05:38 UTC).

and to some extent drizzle formation (e.g., the review by Schwartz and Slingo, 1996) have been reported,
but a comprehensive, physically based description of the aerosol and its impact on cloud microphysical
processes remains outstanding.

Evaluations of the relationship between the CCN and eg� by integrating parcel models over trajectory
ensembles (e.g., Snider and Brenguier, 2000), reveal consistency between predicted and observed values ofeih but that agreement may reflect compensating biases in the measurements of vertical velocity, CCN oref+ The redundancy of the DYCOMS-II measurements of vertical velocity (C130 gust-probe and possibly
Doppler velocities from the WCR), two independent estimates of CCN spectra and two estimates of e (from
the SPP-100 and the Fast FSSP-100) should provide a more definitive test. Reflectivity measurements from
the WCR are also providing an improved means for selecting non-precipitating cloud regions for conducting
these types of analyses.

Assuming consistency between the CCN and e can be established, attention can be focused on what is
thought to be the more vexing problem (cf., Fig. 8)–specifically, how to relate the measured characteristics of
the aerosol to the CCN, or alternatively eg+ Although the theory of Köhler (e.g., Rogers and Yau, 1989) links
aerosol and cloud properties, its application is complicated by the difficulty in properly accounting for the
complexity of actual aerosol composition or the competing effects of particles in polluted conditions (Bigg,
1986; Russell et al., 1999; Charlson et al., 2001). Most recently ACE-2 investigators have documented
discrepancies of up to a factor of two between concentration calculated following the Köhler theory and
CCN measurements (Raes et al., 2000; Brenguier et al., 2000a). One source for observed discrepancies
could be sizing biases in the measurements. Bias in the CCN spectrum might result from overestimates of
the applied supersaturation in the CCN chamber. For the aerosol spectrum, sizing biases could result from
interpreting the measurements of morphologically complex particles as if they had been ideal, homogeneous
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Figure 8: Illustration of the relationship between the dry aerosol size spectrum and the CCN distribution,
and the problems that can occur in attempting to relate one to the other.

spheres. An alternative hypothesis is that chemical components, such as organic compounds, are altering
the surface tension, solubility, and water uptake due to mixture nonidealities neglected by the classical
theory. DYCOMS-II provided the opportunity to address possible sizing biases or compositional effects
with complementary techniques.

Sizing biases in the aerosol spectrum as measured during DYCOMS-II are being evaluated in a number
of ways. First, the size distribution is a blending of data from a variety of instruments, i.e., a scatter-
ing spectrometer probe (SPP-300) measures particles from 0.3-20 j m diameter; a passive cavity aerosol
spectrometer (SPP-200) measures particles 0.1-3 j m diameter; and a radial differential mobility analyzer
(RDMA) measures particles 0.01-0.1 j m diameter.3 These measurements are being compared to redundant
condensation nuclei counters (which measure the total aerosol concentration). Second, in situ estimates
of the aerosol size distribution are being compared to distributions derived from microscopic sizing of the
aerosol impacted on a filter. Last, a diffusion battery is being used to compare size-segregated measurements
of CCN and total aerosol concentrations, (e.g., Gras, 1990).

Composition effects on the activation spectrum of the aerosol spectrum are also being investigated us-
ing DYCOMS-II data. The composition of the subcloud aerosol is being determined from an analysis of
individual particles as well as from bulk samples collected on filters during subcloud flight legs. Electron
microscopy (e.g., Pósfai et al., 1999) of individual aerosol particles is providing qualitative information on
elemental composition, complemented by bulk filter analysis using X-ray fluorescence for elements and
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy for functional groups — thus providing an opportunity to examine
both external mixing of different types of particles and the role of organics (Maria et al., 2002). To better
understand the detailed composition of that component of the subcloud aerosol that is actually activated into
cloud droplets, a counterflow virtual impactor (Twohy et al., 2001) was flown during DYCOMS-II to collect
individual droplet residual particles after evaporation. These residual particles are being analyzed similarly
to the subcloud aerosol. Additional compositional information is being provided by an experimental cloud
water collector (Straub et al., 2001) which allows the quantification of pH, inorganic ions, and total organic
carbon in cloud droplets residing at different levels in the cloud. These latter techniques, which look at the
composition of cloud droplets, can also lend insight into the modification of aerosol composition through
repeated cycles of activation and evaporation of cloud droplets.

3See the electronic supplement for a more complete description of the particle-sizing probes.
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Summary and Speculation
A recent field program, DYCOMS-II, was conducted in the stratocumulus regime of the Northeast Pacific.
In roughly descending order of emphasis DYCOMS-II strove to answer four questions: (i) What is the en-
trainment rate? (ii) How much does it drizzle? (iii) What is the nature of cloud microphysical variability on
sub-meter scales? (iv) Can the activation spectrum of cloud droplets be understood based on measurements
of the atmospheric aerosol?

To answer these questions DYCOMS-II made use of novel instrumentation and flight strategies. These
included nocturnal flights, which integrated remote sensing (cloud radar, lidar, radiometers, and dropsondes)
and in situ data collection (using standard turbulence and thermodynamic probes as well as an enhanced suite
of mircrophysical instrumentation) from a single airborne platform. In addition a new method for making
fast measurements of atmospheric DMS was employed to study entrainment mixing. Overall DYCOMS-II
brought together a large suite of instrumentation capable of describing the dynamics, chemistry and physics
of the stratocumulus topped boundary layer over an unprecedented range of scales. DYCOMS-II also ben-
efitted from the good fortune of extraordinarily cooperative meteorology; conditions were ideal on every
flight. Such a combination of favorable meteorology and extensive instrumentation can be expected to pro-
duce as many surprises as answers. In this respect some puzzles to emerge from initial analyses of the data
include: the origins of remarkably large variability in boundary layer DMS, and mechanisms for sustaining
persistent regions of very strong drizzle.

In addition to the emerging puzzles, in closing it also seems fitting to outline at least some of the pre-
liminary findings which are being explored with great interest — even if so doing involves some degree of
extrapolation from the data presented above. Broadly speaking, the finding with perhaps the widest impli-
cations is that stratocumulus appear to entrain less and drizzle more than previously thought. For instance,
during RF01 (see Fig. 2) the cloud top interface was unstable by many measures, yet the cloud appeared to
thicken substantially during the course of the flight. Preliminary analyses also indicate a remarkable degree
of correspondence among various tracer-based estimates of entrainment, all of which produce entrainment
rates of order 0.4 cm s �dc which is significantly smaller than what is predicted by many current parameter-
izations. Indeed preliminary attempts to apply parameterized entrainment relations to the observed cloud
layers generally result in a marked thinning of the layer.

The extent of drizzle observed during DYCOMS-II is consistent with entrainment drying of the cloud
layer being rather inefficient, but is nonetheless remarkable. On some flights preliminary estimates of drizzle
rates at the surface over large areas and long time periods averaged near a millimeter per day. Even on flights
where relatively little drizzle reached the surface, drizzle fluxes at cloud base could be pronounced. Indeed,
the canonical picture of “non-precipitating marine stratocumulus” was rather more rare than common, sug-
gesting that drizzle might indeed be a key element of the dynamics of the STBL. Although conclusions such
as the above are necessarily speculative they do provide the promise that the DYCOMS-II data will teach us
fundamentally new things, and thus whet the appetite for further investigation.
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Appendix: Data4

Because of the enormous amount of data collected during DYCOMS-II, much of it from instruments devel-
oped and operated by individual investigators, an important component of the experimental strategy is the
development of a proper archive. This is even more pressing when one considers the amount of relevant
data available from space based platforms, the subjective opinions of on site observers, and other sources
of opportunity. To identify and collect data in the latter category, investigators worked with JOSS (the joint
office for scientific support, which operates as part of the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research)
to develop an online field catalog which provided centralized access to information and data relating to all
aspects of the field operations. This catalog included various textual reports (e.g. weather forecasts and
aircraft flight summaries); a number of imagery products that were either produced by JOSS (e.g. high reso-
lution satellite images and loops), produced by DYCOMS-II scientists (e.g. specialized model products), or
gathered from various Internet sources (e.g. oceanographic analyses from the Naval Oceanographic Office);
and finally information on each of the aircraft missions (e.g. take-off and landing times, flight tracks, drop-
sonde data, etc). The catalog was used in the field for operations and planning support as well as allowing
scientists not in the field to follow the progress of the project. It was also a useful tool after the completion
of the field phase to help determine cases for analysis.

After the field phase the field catalog was blended with other sources of data not available in real time
(ranging from aircraft data to satellite radiances) to form the DYCOMS-II data archive. This archive pro-
vides distributed access to all of the operational and research data-sets collected during the project. It will
continue to grow as various processed products are added to it. For instance simulations which attempt to
synthesize the observed cases may later be incorporated into the archive. Both the catalog and the archive
are available to all via the DYCOMS-II Data Management web page (http://www.joss.ucar.edu/dycoms).
They provide a natural starting point for researchers interested in DYCOMS-II data sets which we hope will
be extensively used.

Inset 1: Entrainment5

To illustrate how entrainment helps regulate the state of the STBL we begin with the equation describing the
evolution of the bulk (layer averaged) value of a horizontally homogeneous conserved scalar, B:� in a marine
layer of some depth � : � B�! " D FHG B GJI / M D FHG B GRI (� + (4)

Here D F G B G I / is the flux of B evaluated at the surface, and D F G B G I ( is the entrainment flux, i.e., the turbulent
flux of B estimated at the top of the layer. The surface flux D F G B G I / can be evaluated using similarity theory:

F G B G / "ml �*naopn D BLqrM B I where l � is an exchange coefficient, Bsq is the value of the scalar at the surface, ando is the vector wind (e.g., Deardorff, 1972). If the entrainment zone is sufficiently thin the entrainment flux
can (in analogy to the surface flux) be linearly related to the entrainment velocity �ut D FvG B GRI (Q"-Mw� D B K M B I(e.g., Lilly, 1968; Stevens, 2002). Here B K is the value B takes just above the boundary layer. The depth of
the layer � also depends on � following: � ��! "$�$%'&)(*� (5)

&)( being the large-scale vertical velocity evaluated at the top of the layer. If the divergence, 0 � of the mean
horizontal wind is constant with height, &i(Q"-M 0 �d+ In steady-state the time-derivatives in both (4) and (5)

4To appear in print version of article
5This material will appear outside of the main text of the article, sort of like a boxed inset
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vanish leading to the following relations for the equilibrium values of B and �gt
Bw" l �*nLxTn B q %y�QBLKl �znLx{n %y� � and �|" �} 0O~ + (6)

Here
} 0O~ denotes the bulk divergence within the boundary layer. Because boundary layer total-water

specific-humidity, �s� and the liquid-water static-energy ����"$BX�P�)%f� 2 M#���s� (the enthalpy variable), behave
to a first approximation like conserved scalars, the above relations illustrate the critical role of � not only in
determining the budgets of arbitrary scalars, but also in determining the mean thermodynamic state of the
boundary layer and its depth. This latter information in turn determines other climatologically important
quantities, such as cloud amount — or surface fluxes.

Inset 2: Secondary DYCOMS-II Objectives6

The basic scientific objectives, and in particular the seven entrainment flights, also permitted a number of
secondary objectives as highlighted below.

NIGHTTIME REMOTE SENSING

The DYCOMS-II program has provided a unique opportunity for evaluating and improving night-time satel-
lite remote sensing techniques, when the commonly used shortwave reflectance information is not available
and while radiative forcing is controlled by thermal processes. The effects of nocturnal longwave cooling
on cloud physics and dynamics also play an important role in the subsequent impacts of solar heating during
the day. Little research has been conducted on night-time multispectral satellite analysis techniques, and
refinement of these methods could provide significant input to mesoscale forecasting methods. Due to the
reduced information content of satellite observations at night, it is imperative that mesoscale model diag-
nostic and prognostic products be optimally combined with the remote sensing data. Field studies such as
DYCOMS-II are thus needed for development of multi-component data assimilation methods. Both geo-
stationary and polar-orbiting satellite platforms were utilized to obtain research data for DYCOMS-II. The
NOAA Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) is an essential source of information for
determining temporal evolution of oceanic stratocumulus. Design improvements and better data distribution
for geostationary satellite systems are making global near-continuous observations a reality, so that anal-
ysis techniques developed from DYCOMS will be applicable to other regions of persistent stratocumulus.
New polar-orbiter satellites such as the NASA Terra platform have less frequent time sampling, but provide
higher spatial and spectral resolution that will aid in detailed testing of retrieval methods. The 15-minute
temporal resolution of GOES-West satellite data is being utilized for interpretation of cloud field evolution
as the C-130 aircraft flight circles moved with the wind field. Important aspects of these data include the
identification of mesoscale dynamic processes and aerosol effects on microphysical characteristics.

FORECAST MODEL EVALUATION

Data collected during DYCOMS II provides a natural basis for evaluating forecast products. Toward this
end ECMWF and NCEP (AVN) model forecast calculations were archived for the entire month of July.
Similarly, the Navy’s Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS) model was run
with a relatively fine (6km) nested mesh centered on the target area. Output, and the initial data for these
calculations was archived to allow subsequent sensitivity studies — with particular focii being the varying

6This material will appear outside of the main text of the article, sort of like a boxed inset
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roles of model physics (especially microphysics) versus initialization on forecast quality. These data, when
combined with archived remotely sensed data, in situ field data, and data of opportunity from buoys, ships
and soundings define a small meso-scale network which will be invaluable in evaluating forecast bias from
various models. Of particular note in this regard is that because of logistical constraints on night flying,
flights during the DYCOMS-II field phase were not chosen based on meteorology. In addition the region
of flight operations is largely dictated by controls on airspace and air-traffic lanes through restricted areas.
Thus the flights are almost a random sample of conditions observed during the month.
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Appendix A
Electronic Supplement [will not appear in print addition of article]— Flight Summaries

The experiment consisted of two basic flight patterns: entrainment and radar flight patterns. The en-
trainment flight patterns had a three-fold objective: to measure divergence and turbulent fluxes at various
levels and characterize the mean states of both the boundary layer and the overlying air column. To achieve
these objectives, the basic entrainment flight plan consisted of stacks of 30 minute (approximately 60 km
diameter) circles. In contrast the objective of the radar flights was to characterize the evolution of a specific
convective cell. For this reason, the radar flights consisted of shorter (6 minute) legs that attempted to fly
over or through a specific point in the flow along varied headings.

Figure 9: Flight tracks for RF08 and RF09, note the center of the circles drift with the mean northwesterly
winds.

These differences between the two types of flight patterns are shown in Fig. 9. There were only two
radar flights, RF09 and RF06, and although the flight tracks were not identical between the two, the idea
was similar. The general nature of all the entrainment flights was identical, the only difference being in
the ordering of the legs, and the transitions between circles. In general two opposing circles7 were flown
consecutively at each altitude, thus yielding an hour at any given level. On some flights, however, either
the subcloud or surface layer circles were performed in only one direction in order to make time for other
maneuvers. In addition, the entrainment flights allowed time for one leg whose objective was determined
on a flight-by-flight basis. Typically this leg was a porpoising maneuver to obtain numerous penetrations
through the entrainment region at cloud top. Lastly, flight maneuvers for calibrating air motion sensing were
performed twice during the experiment — once on the third test flight, which took place on station during
the day on July 7, 2001, and once on the outbound Ferry of RF07. The remainder of this summary focuses
on the entrainment flight plans.

Fig. 10 illustrates how legs and profiles were distributed in the time-height plane. The circular legs are
annotated and described in Table 1. Although none of the entrainment flights followed this plan exactly, the
essential elements were conducted on each flight. Flights differed in the ordering, heading-sequence, and
duration of the level legs, the exact position of the soundings, and the nature or the existence of the optional
leg (which in the figure is indicated as a see-sawing, or porpoising leg, that repeatedly profiles the cloud
top region). But each flight had four flux legs of at least 30 minutes at roughly the indicated heights, three
radar/lidar legs at approximately the indicated heights, and from four to five soundings dispersed throughout

7Circles were flown by changing the aircraft heading at a constant rate in time, 12 � min �z� for 30 min circles, thus defining
circles with respect to the mean flow.
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Figure 10: Time-Height cross section for basic entrainment flight plan. Approximately 410 minutes are spent in the
target area. Shaded bars denote cloud top and base.

the time in the study area.

Table 1: Description of flight legs in basic entrainment flight plan. Here CW denotes a clockwise circle, CCW a
counter clockwise circle.

Leg Duration Heading Description
RL1 30 min CW Radar/Lidar and Dropsonde Leg at 3km
CB 60 min CW-CCW Level flux leg just above cloud base (CB)
SC 60 min CCW-CW Level flux leg in subcloud (SC) layer
RL2 30 min CW Radar/Lidar leg just above lidar dead-zone
CT 60 min CW-CCW Level flux leg just below cloud top (CT)
SP 30 min CCW Special (SP) Leg, generally porpoising at cloud top
SF 60 min CCW-CW Surface (SF) Leg at lowest safe flight level
RL3 30 min CCW Radar/Lidar and Dropsonde Leg at 3km

A basic summary of the conditions encountered on each flight is included in Table 2. Because the time
on target approached seven hours, and the flight legs generally drifted with the mean wind (e.g., see the
evolution of consecutive circles in Fig. 9) the actual area sampled by the aircraft was approximately 3000
km �:+ For measurements of sea-surface temperatures (SSTs), tabulated from surface legs flown near the end
of the time in the study area, this leads to a systematic high bias. For other quantities, the means can mask
considerable time variability — this was perhaps most important for estimates of cloud base, which on
some flights changed systematically through the course of the time in the study area by as much as 150 m.
Among the flights the depth of the STBL varied by nearly a factor of two, with similar variations in cloud
liquid water, thickness and wind speeds. Precipitation, as measured by the maximum radar reflectivity, was
even more varied, with cloud layers ranging from essentially non ( ����M���� dBZ), to heavily (at least for
stratocumulus, i.e., ���'� dBZ) precipitating.

For reference in analyzing the flight data in tables A-A the time-offset (time in seconds from the be-
ginning of the data record) for the level legs and soundings are tabulated for the seven entrainment flights.
Satellite conditions as observed from the GOES satellite for the nine flights are shown in Fig. 11. Snapshots
in this figure are from the end of each flight for the nocturnal, and at the beginning of each flight for the
diurnal flights. Note the generally widespread uniform marine stratocumulus cloud cover.
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Figure 11: GOES visible imagery for flights DYCOMS-II research flights (nine panel figure, with each panel similar
to Fig.3 to be added in subsequent draft).
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Table 2: Summary of DYCOMS-II flights, July 2001. State variables are estimated from subcloud legs,
SSTs are estimated from radiometric measurements during low altitude ( ���L��� m) surface legs. Cloud
base taken from average LCL for all legs within PBL. The cloud top liquid water � ��� ��� 	 estimated from
soundings. Flight latitude and longitude is at the center of flight region for middle four hours on target.

Flight 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Take-Offa 06:01 06:24 06:18 06:22 06:19 05:39 05:53 19:45 18:16
Land 15:18 15:53 15:46 15:32 15:41 15:13 15:49 05:21 03:45
Dateb 10 11 13 17 18 20 24 25 27
Latitude 31.3 31.4 31.0 29.7 30.5 30.6 31.3 32.1 31.2
Longitude -121.7 -121.7 -121.6 -121.5 -121.7 -122.0 -121.4 -122.4 -122.7
SST 19 19 19 20 19 n/a 19 18 n/a
Wind Speed [ms �@� ] 8 8 12 6 10 8 7 5 5
Wind Dir [   N] 324 310 300 274 287 340 326 319 345
Cloud Top [m] 850 800 700 1075 925 600 825 600 600
Cloud Base [m] 585 440 310 610 650 200 310 270 300]�^ [L] 289 288 288 289 288 288 288 289 288U V [gkg �@� ] 9 9 10 9 8 9 10 10 10U ^�¡ ¢¤£\¥ [gkg �?� ] 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.6¦

[dBZ]
N [cm �*§ ]c n/a n/a 207 168 151 100 116 110 165
CCNd [cm �z§ ] 160 ¨[©[ª « 60 ¨[©aª ¬ 300 ¨[©aª  210 ¨[©[ª § 210 ¨[©[ª § 180 ¨[©aª ® 140 ¨[©[ª « 130 ¨[©aª « 290 ¨[©[ª §
CN [cm �*§ ] 274 290 472 290 417 389 281 245 558

aUTC, local time (PDT) plus seven hours
bat take off
cFor flights RF01 and RF02 these numbers are taken from the SSP-100, for flights RF03-RF09 they are based on data taken

with the Fast-FSSP
dThe coefficients in this expression are derived by fitting data from a static CCN instrument to the form ¯1°²±¤³[´�µ Relative

errors in ± and ¶ are ·¤¸[¹ % and ·»º¼¹ % respectively.
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Table 3: Offset times for flight segments for RF01-RF03. RL denotes remote sensing leg; CB, cloud base
leg; SC, subcloud leg; CT, cloud top leg; SP, special pattern (which varied from flight to flight); SF, surface
flux leg. For the profiles we label full profiles (FP), cloud profiles (CP) and inversion profiles (IP).

RF01 Legs RF01 Profiles
# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 ½¿¾�À¿Á¤Â#½3bÄÃ 5550 - 7450 RL
2 Å¿¾¿Æ»Â#À3bÄ¾ 8400 -10200 CB
3 Ås½:ÃrÂg½!bÄÆ 10500 -12200 CB
4 À¿Á3Ç�Âg½!b Å 12400 -14200 SC
5 À¿ÈP¾»Â#À3b ½ 14320 -16200 SC
6 Ã�ÆsÁ¤Âg½!b ½ 16600 -18200 CT
7 Ã�Æ¿Æ»Âg½!bÄ¾ 18500 -20150 CT
8 Ç[ÉPÆ�Å¤Âg¾!b È 20700 -22400 RL
9 È¿¾�ÀÊÂ<Ã:b É 22650 -22950 SP
10 ÇËÆs¾¤Âg½!bÄ¾ 23420 -25020 SF
11 ÈsÅÊÂ#Å3b À 25200 -27000 SF
12 Ç[ÁsÈ¿½»Âg½!bÄ¾ 27400 -29200 RL

# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 3246 - 183 7490 - 8005 FP
2 183 - 643 8005 - 8110 FP
3 616 - 892 10233 -10310 CP
4 892 - 615 10310 -10426 CP
5 494 - 915 16210 -16327 CP
6 915 - 750 16327 -16393 CP
7 750 - 166 20155 -20419 CP
8 166 - 1074 20419 -20584 FP
9 1050 - 761 22465 -22544 IP
10 761 - 945 22544 -22608 IP
11 935 - 149 22955 -23168 FP
12 113 - 1920 27060 -27300 FP

RF02 Legs RF02 Profiles
# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 ¾sÆsÈsÁ¤ÂÌÀÍbÎÇ 5520 - 7495 RL
2 À¿ÁPÆ»Âg½!b È 8900 -11180 CB
3 Æ�ÇLÃrÂg½!bÄ¾ 11260 -12380 CB
4 ¾¿Ã�Ç�Â#À3b Á 12860 -14750 SC
5 ¾¿Ã�Ç�Âg½!b Á 14900 -16640 SC
6 ÅPÃLÀÊÂ#À3bÄÆ 16975 -18900 CT
7 ÅPÃLÀÊÂg½!bÄ¾ 19020 -20840 CT
8 ÇsÇ¿Ç¼ÃrÂ#½3b Á 21560 -23120 RL
9 ÃLÅ3Ç�Â#À3b Å 23300 -25100 SP
10 Ç[ÉPÃ»ÂfÆ�bÏÇ 25500 -27440 SF
11 ¾sÆ�½¿É»Âg½!b É 27860 -29660 RL

# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 2601 - 194 7502 - 8013 FP
2 194 - 817 8013 - 8151 FP
3 765 - 431 8349 - 8471 CP
4 520 - 757 12422 -12470 CP
5 758 - 198 12469 -12608 FP
6 166 - 790 16750 -16854 FP
7 678 - 181 20841 -21020 FP
8 838 - 84 25177 -25468 FP
9 102 -2494 27479 -27804 FP

RF03 Legs RF03 Profiles
# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 ¾�ÅP¾�É¤Â#Á3b À 2130 - 2860 RL
2 ¾�Å3Ç[½¤Â#½3b ½ 3140 - 6940 RL
3 ½PÃ¿ÃrÂ#À3bÄ¾ 7657 - 9330 CB
4 ½PÃ�Á¤ÂfÆ�b É 9450 -11192 CB
5 Ç[ÈP¾»Â#À3b À 11462 -13332 SC
6 Æs¾PÃrÂ#À3bÐÃ 13537 -15380 CT
7 Æs¾PÃrÂg½!b ½ 15500 -17262 CT
8 Ç[É¿È¿¾»Âg¾!b À 17723 -19523 RL
9 ½PÃ�É¤Â#À3b ½ 21992 -23792 SC
10 ÈPÃ»Â#½3b Æ 24107 -25750 SF
11 ÈsÁÊÂÌÀÍb ½ 25900 -27657 SF
12 ¾sÆLÀ�ÃÑÂg½!b Å 28012 -29898 RL

# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 2612 - 164 7033 - 7455 FP
2 164 - 414 7455 - 7532 SP
3 378 - 735 11247 -11317 CP
4 735 - 176 11317 -11452 FP
5 194 - 743 13332 -13445 FP
6 743 - 516 13445 -13531 CP
7 527 - 168 17315 -17425 FP
8 162 -1118 17450 -17603 FP
9 1093 - 561 19573 -19743 FP
10 687 - 233 21454 -21662 FP
11 233 - 179 21662 -21705 SP
12 370 - 80 23782 -23880 SP
13 104 -2516 27710 -27992 FP
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Table 4: Offset times for flight segments for RF04 and RF05

RF04 Legs RF04 Profiles
# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 ¾sÆsÁ¿¾»ÂÌÀÍb ¾ 4682 - 6757 RL
2 ÅPÃ�Å¤Âg½!b Á 7807 - 9800 CB
3 ÅPÃ¿ÃrÂfÆ�b ½ 9970 - 11850 CB
4 ½sÅ¿Á¤Â#À3b É 12347 - 14100 SC
5 ½PÃ�É¤Â#À3b Å 14210 - 16047 SC
6 Ç[½¿É�ÀÊÂg¾!bÄÃ 16562 - 18172 RL
7 È�ÀPÈ¤Âg½!b À 18337 - 20100 CT
8 È�À�ÃrÂg½!bÏÇ 20272 - 22072 CT
9 Porpoising 22132 - 23797 SP
10 Ç[É!ÇÒÂg½!b Å 24172 - 26342 SF
11 ¾sÆ�ÇËÁ»Â#À3b ½ 26712 - 28547 RL

# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 2549 - 183 6770 - 7395 FP
2 183 - 1026 7395 - 7705 FP
3 1027 - 683 7703 - 7814 CP
4 679 - 1115 11844 - 11940 CP
5 1115 - 181 11940 - 12250 FP
6 170 - 1218 16097 - 16362 FP
7 1301 - 933 18174 - 18326 IP
8 1135 - 99 23750 - 24150 FP
9 105 - 2560 26345 - 26685 FP

RF05 Legs RF05 Profiles
# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 ¾sÆPÃLÁ¤ÂÌÀÍb ¾ 4638 - 6473 RL
2 Ã�¾sÁ¤Âg½!bÄÆ 7412 - 8850 CB
3 Ã�¾sÁ¤Âg½!bÄÆ 8980 - 10766 CB
4 ½¿ÆPÃrÂg½!b À 11300 - 12840 SC
5 ½¿Æ¿Æ»Âg½!b À 12970 - 14700 SC
6 Ç[É¿ÉPÃrÂg¾!b À 15158 - 16808 RL
7 ÃLÁP¾»Âg½!bÏÇ 17330 - 18680 CT
8 ÃLÁsÀÊÂg½!bÏÇ 18920 - 20630 CT
9 Porpoising 20656 - 22349 SP
10 Ã�Æs¾¤Â#À3bÐÃ 22463 - 24083 CT
11 Ç[ÉsÉÊÂ#À3b Å 25043 - 27028 SF
12 ¾sÆs¾sÅ»Â#À3b À 27348 - 28838 RL

# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 2572-158 6478-6858 FP
2 158-975 6858-7068 FP
3 975-646 7080-7168 CP
4 729-1020 10763-10830 CP
5 1020-154 10830-11027 FP
6 154-396 11028-11088 SP
7 356-172 14759-14805 SP
8 136-1025 14824-14969 FP
9 1010-736 16801-16880 IP
10 755-108 24078-24267 FP
11 99-2570 27023-27273 FP
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Table 5: Offset times for flight segments for RF07 and RF08

RF07 Legs RF07 Profiles
# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 ¾�Å3Ç[½¤Âg¾!b À 7423 - 9618 RL
2 ÀsÀPÅ¤ÂfÆ�b É 10690 - 12490 CB
3 ÀPÆsÉ¤Âg½!b À 12600 - 14400 CB
4 ¾�½3Ç�Âg½!bÐÃ 14770 - 16570 SC
5 ¾s¾sÁ¤Âg½!bÄÆ 16741 - 18541 SC
6 Ç[É:ÃLÉ¤Â#½3bÎÇ 18788 - 20598 RL
7 Ã:Ç¼¾»Â#À3b À 20708 - 22508 CT
8 ÅPÃ¿ÃrÂfÆ�bÏÇ 22708 - 24500 CT
9 Porpoising 24773 - 25718 SP
10 ÈsÉÊÂÌÀÍb ½ 26050 - 27750 SF
11 Ç[ÉsÉÊÂg½!bÄ¾ 27990 - 29790 SF
12 ¾sÆsÆs½»Â#À3bÏÇ 30190 - 32010 RL

# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 2621 - 145 9614 - 10187 FP
2 145 - 920 10187 - 10473 FP
3 921 - 426 10472 - 10680 CP
4 444 - 973 14400 - 14515 CP
5 973 - 158 14515 - 14683 FP
6 144 - 1090 18563 - 18758 FP
7 1071 - 706 20597 - 20728 IP
8 679 - 140 24501 - 24628 SP
9 140 - 919 24628 - 24809 FP
10 902 - 85 25641 - 25915 FP
11 97 - 2564 29796 - 30127 FP

RF08 Legs RF08 Profiles
# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 Æ�Å¿È¿Æ»ÂgÆ!b ½ 5839 - 7680 RL
2 À¿½:ÃrÂÓÇsb È 9158 - 10908 CB
3 À:Ãs¾»Âf¾�bÄ¾ 11000 - 12824 CB
4 Ç[½PÆ»Âf¾�b À 13184 - 14924 SF
5 ¾sÆ¿Æ»Âf¾�bÄ¾ 15043 - 16938 SC
6 Ç[É¿ÅPÃrÂg¾!b È 17378 - 19058 RL
7 Porpoising 19199 - 20999 SP
8 ÈsÉÊÂf¾�b È 21195 - 23013 SF
9 ¾¿ÃsÆ»Âf¾�b È 23273 - 24908 SC
10 À¿È¿Æ¤Âf¾�b Å 25238 - 26908 CB
11 Æs¾LÀ�Âf¾�b È 27112 - 28417 CT
12 ¾sÆ�Á¿½»Âg½!b ½ 28838 - 32338 RL

# GALT [m] Time [s] Type
1 5694 - 136 7675 - 8741 FP
2 136 - 569 8741 - 8848 FP
3 604 - 417 8923 - 9053 CP
4 467 - 640 12818 - 12908 CP
5 637 - 126 13003 - 13168 FP
6 253 - 61 16942 - 16997 SP
7 61 - 913 16997 - 17172 FP
8 1068 - 476 19059 - 19182 IP
9 542 - 94 21016 - 21177 FP
10 269 - 720 24903 - 25038 CP
11 720 - 499 25038 - 25113 IP
12 526 - 185 28418 - 28485 SP
13 185 - 2606 28485 - 28818 FP
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Appendix B
Electronic Supplement [will not appear in print addition of article]— Instrumentation

Another very important component of the DYCOMS-II strategy was the instrument package. Excepting
remotely sensed data from satellites, and other data of opportunity, all the instrumentation was carried by a
single platform — the NSF/NCAR C130. The placement of various instruments or inlets on the aircraft is
illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13. Unless otherwise stated all instruments recorded their measurements on the
primary aircraft data system, thus ensuring precise temporal synchronization. The performance and details
of these instruments is discussed further below.

260X, 2D-C

SPP100, SPP 300, TDL,

MCR, Cloud Water Collector

aerosol inlets (CVI, LTI, SDI)

SABL, SPP 100,

Fast FSSP, PVM

CIN, UFT-F

Rosemounts

King ProbeKing Probe

20.2m

6.2m

Figure 12: Front view of C130 and Probe Locations.

Wyoming Cloud Radar

Lyman-αs

DMS Inlet

GPS dropsondes

SABL

O3, CO, CO2 Inlet

Radome, Gust Probe

Figure 13: Side view of C130.

a. Wind and turbulence measurement

The NCAR C-130 incorporates three primary systems into the measurement of a three-dimensional wind
vector:Ô

the inertial reference system (IRS) measures attitude angles (pitch, roll and yaw or azimuth), acceler-
ations and position of the aircraft in an earth based reference frame;
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Ô
the Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver measures the aircraft velocity and position in an earth
based coordinate system using a constellation of satellites;Ô
the ”radome gust probe” measures the atmospheric wind relative to the aircraft using a cruciform array
of five pressure ports on the C-130 nose radome coupled to differential and absolute pressure sensors.

The wind measured relative to the aircraft coordinate system is combined with the motion of the aircraft
relative to the earth coordinate system to yield a three-dimensional wind vector in meteorological coordi-
nates. The mechanization equations and coordinate transformation matrices are detailed in Lenschow, D.H.,
19868

1) INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM

The C-130 uses a Honeywell Laseref II SM strapdown ring laser gyro IRS9 mounted in the cabin near fuse-
lage station 240. The IRS provides position (latitude, longitude) initial accuracy of 0.8 nmi (with increasing
uncertainty by 0.8 nmi per hour thereafter), pitch and roll accuracy to 0.05 degrees rms and azimuth (true
heading) accuracy of 0.4 degrees rms. The primary source of error is the Schuler oscillation, a slowly
varying drift in position and velocity measurements with a period of 84 minutes. The IRS has excellent
short-term relative accuracy and resolution and its measurements are combined with the GPS, which has ex-
cellent absolute accuracy to provide a high resolution, high rate absolute accuracy measurement of aircraft
position and velocity.

2) RADOME GUST PROBE

The radome gust probe measures the attack and sideslip (incident) flow angles of the aircraft and the dynamic
pressure used in calculating the aircraft true airspeed. Five small pressure taps are drilled into the existing
radome and tubing is routed to pressure transducers. The radome system10, once calibrated for a specific
aircraft, makes high accuracy wind and turbulence measurements at scales larger than the characteristic
dimension of the aircraft. In the case of the C-130, the relevant scale value is the fuselage diameter, which
measures 3.5 meters.

3) GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM RECEIVER

The C-130 uses a Trimble TANS III six-channel GPS receiver that provides measurements of aircraft po-
sition, velocity and time at a one-second update rate. The accuracies of the measurements are 16 m rms
horizontal, 25 m rms vertical and 0.25 m/sec for the velocities. Principles of the NAVSTAR GPS navigation
can be found in Kayton and Fried.

b. Temperature measurements

1) ROSEMOUNT TOTAL TEMPERATURE PROBES

Temperature probes Rosemount total temperature probes The NCAR C-130 has redundant Rosemount
model 102EAL total temperature probes and one Rosemount 102DB1CB deiced total temperature probe

8Aircraft measurements in the boundary layer. Probing the Atmospheric Boundary Layer, D.H. Lenschow, Ed., Amer. Meteor.
Soc., 39-55, see also Lenschow, D. H., 1972: The measurement of air velocity and temperature using the NCAR Buffalo aircraft
measuring system. NCAR Tech. Note/EDD-74,39pp.

9Kayton, M., and W.R. Fried, 1997: Avionics Navigation Systems. Wiley, New Yourk, N.Y., 773 pp.
10Brown, E.N., C.A. Friehe, and D.H. Lenschow, 1983: The use of pressure fluctuations on the nose of an aircraft for measuring

air motion. J. Clim. Appl. Meterol., 22, 171-180.
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[Total temperature sensors, 1963. Rosemount Engineering Company, Bulletin 7637]. These are platinum
resistance wire probes with a nominal resistance of 50 ohms at 0 Õ C. ”Total temperature” refers to the tem-
perature measured when the air is brought to rest without the removal or addition of any heat. The housing
for the platinum element is designed to be in the airstream and slow the air to achieve the maximum tem-
perature rise due to adiabatic heating. The degree to which a sensor measures the total temperature is called
the ”recovery factor”. An ideal sensor has a recovery factor of 1.00. For the NCAR C-130 probes it is 0.95.
For deiced temperature probes there is an additional correction of 0.2 Õ C at sea level due to the deicing
heat. Total temperature is relatively insensitive to location on the aircraft as long as it is outside the aircraft
boundary layer11.

Sensor wetting in clouds and precipitation affect temperature sensor accuracy. At times the sensor is
only partially wet so a correction as depicted by a wet adiabatic process becomes questionable, and at
100 m/sec the difference can be as much as 2 Õ C between wet and dry bulb temperatures in a saturated
environment.12 . Another potential problem in the marine boundary layer is the accumulation of sea salt on
the sensor element13.

The accuracy of these probes is better than 0.5 Õ C in cloud free air as demonstrated by aircraft intercom-
parisons and tower fly-by calibrations. An ”airspeed maneuver” where the aircraft airspeed is varied over
the range of research airspeeds while maintaining altitude can also be used to estimate and verify the errors
and corrections due to heating effects. The frequency response is less than 10Hz14. Corrections for dynamic
heating and deicing are described in RAF Bulletin #9 , http://raf.atd.ucar.edu/Bulletins/bulletins.html

The location of the Rosemount temperature probes is depicted in figure 12. The deiced probe (not
shown) is just outboard of the left pod underneath the wing about 10” from the leading edge.

2) UFT

A specially designed version of the Ultra Fast Thermometer UFT-F (Haman et al., 1997) with two temper-
ature sensors was prepared for DYCOMS II experiment. The UFT is a platinum resistance thermometer
shielded from cloud drops by an upstream obstacle and stregthened by a tungsten coating. An advantage
of the UFT-F is that it allows measurements of temperature at centimeter resolution (time constant about
10 �?Ö s, signal recorded at 1kHz and selected segments recorded at 10kHz). The UFT-F was originally to be
mounted under the pod on the left wing of NCAR C-130 aircraft, close to the Fast FSSP and PVM probes;
due to technical limitations the probe had to be moved to the tip of the left wing, six meters from the other
fast probes. This wing-tip location caused troubles during the experiment: intensive vibration (apparent
resonance) at ferrying speeds and altitudes resulted in sensor failures. Extensive data was only collected
during RFO3 and RF05, although limited data is also available on some other flights.

11Cooper, W.A., D. Rogers, 1991:Effects of airflow trajectories around aircraft on measurements of scalar fluxes. J. Atmos.
Oceanic Technol., 8, 66-77.

12Lenschow, D.H., W.T. Pennell, 1974. On the measurement of in-cloud and wet-bulb temperatures from an aircraft. Mon.
Weather Rev., 102, 447-454

13Friehe, C.A., 1986. Fine scale measurements. Probing The Atmospheric Boundary Layer, D.H. Lenschow, Ed., Amer. Meteor
Soc., 29-38.

14Spyers-Duran, P. and D. Baumgardner, 1983: In flight estimation of time response of airborne temperature sensors. Preprints
Fifth Symp. On Meteorological Observations and Instrumentation, Toronto, Amer. Meteor. Soc., 237-255.
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c. Water vapor

1) DEW POINT HYGROMETERS

Two General Eastern Model 1011B hygrometers are routinely flown on the NSF/NCAR C-130 for the pur-
pose of obtaining airborne measurements of dew and frost point temperatures. As stated by the instrument
manufacturer, these sensors are capable of measuring dew/frost points between -75 Õ C and +50 Õ C over a
wide range of temperatures, pressures, and airspeeds.

The General Eastern hygrometers operate on the chilled-mirror principle. Under this method, a mirror is
thermoelectrically cooled until it reaches a temperature at which condensation begins to form. The mirror is
then held at that temperature, and the presence of condensation is sensed optically. The signal output from
the instrument is a voltage corresponding to the temperature of the mirror.

The accuracy of the measurements obtained from the General Eastern hygrometers is a function of the
dew point temperature. At a dew point temperature of -75 Õ C, the error in the measurements is approxi-
mately +1.0 Õ C. At a dew point temperature of +50 Õ C, the associated error is approximately +0.25 Õ C.
The response time of the hygrometers is variable and is dependent on the dew point, the slew rate, and
the flow rate and thickness settings for the sensor. At higher dew points and moderate depressions (with
depression taken as the temperature difference between the mirror and the sensor body), the response time
is typically 1 Õ C per second. At lower dew points and/or larger depressions, the response time can - at
the upper limit - be reduced to tens of minutes. These slower response times at low dew point values are
also partly attributable to the reduced availability of water molecules and the resulting slow crystal growth
rate. The slower response of the General Eastern hygrometers at lower dew points has, in fact, been rou-
tinely observed by the RAF. When operated in regions of the atmosphere (i.e., higher altitudes) where the
ambient temperature is colder and dew point temperatures are lower, the signals from the General Eastern
hygrometers on the C-130 display a much slower response and also exhibit marked oscillatory behavior.

It has been the experience of the RAF that mixing ratio values derived from the General Eastern hy-
grometer data show periodic ”overshooting” and offsetting from mixing ratio data obtained from the RAF
Lyman-alpha hygrometers. This problem typically occurs in more humid atmospheric environments and is
attributable to temporary saturation of the General Eastern sensors. Thus, for those cases in which the C-130
is flying in high humidity environments, users of RAF data sets are advised to rely on collected Lyman-alpha
data for mixing ratio measurements.

2) FAST RESPONSE HYGROMETERS

Two Lyman- × probes a new laser-hygrometer (the tunable diode laser, TDL) and chilled mirror devices
were used to estimate water-vapor mixing ratios. One Lyman- × was a cross-flow instrument that had a
slightly slower response, but performed better in cloud, both Lyman- × probes were calibrated on the fly by
slaving them on long-timescales to the chilled mirror dew point hygrometers. Initial examinations of the
data indicated that the cross-flow instrument performed more reliably. The TDL is an open path instrument
that scans a water-vapor spectral line near 1.37 j m [R. May, JGR, Vol 103, 19,161-19,172, 1998]. Test
flights indicated that it performed better than the Lyman- × probes in cloud, although its performance is still
being evaluated. While in the past the TDL has been sampled at 1 s �dc , for DYCOMS-II it sampled the flow
at a variety of rates, at times making an independent measurement every 128 ms.

d. Trace gas measurements (CO � , CO, O S , DMS)

To measure in situ CO � , a commercial non-dispersive infrared analyzer was modified to implement tem-
perature and pressure control after the manner of Boering, et al. [GRL, 21, 2567-2570, 1994]. Because the
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NCAR instrument was developed for tropospheric measurements, water was removed from ambient samples
using a Nafion dryer and a MgClO Ö desiccant trap. The instrument had a precision of 0.1 ppbv for a 10s
averaging time and an accuracy of ØÙ�*+ÄÚ ppbv.

CO was measured using a commercially available instrument based on the principle of vacuum UV
resonance fluorescence, as published by Gerbig, et al. [JGR, Vol. 104, No. D1, 1699-1704, 1999]. The
instrument had a 3 ppbv detection limit, for a 0.06s averaging time, with an accuracy of +/- 3 ppbv.

Two methods were utilized to measure ozone. The first was based on UV absorption, and had a 0.1
Hz sample rate and a 1 ppbv detection limit. A fast-response instrument was also deployed, using the
chemiluminescent reaction with NO to quantify ozone. This instrument exhibited a 3 Hz frequency response
and a 0.2 ppbv detection limit.

Atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry (APIMS) was used to measure DMS. In this imple-
mentation of APIMS, the reagent ion H3O+ is formed from primary ions from ionization of nitrogen and
water vapor (H2O) by a nickel-63 beta emission. The monitored ion is DMSH+, which is formed from the
reactions of DMS with H3O+. Our use of APIMS includes the continuous addition of high isotopic purity
d3-DMS as an internal standard. This results in high precision of the measurements and also allows unam-
biguous determination of the sensitivity of the technique as atmospheric conditions vary. During DYCOMS
II the DMS measurements were made by sampling for ambient DMS for 20 milliseconds followed by 20
milliseconds of the DMS standard to yield a net sampling rate of 25 Hz (samples/sec). The detection limit
is estimated to be 1 pptv for a 1 second integration.

e. Particle Inlets

Inside the cabin of the cabin of the C-130 was a wide variety of instrumentation for measuring aerosol
particles in real time and for collecting particles for later analyses. Four inlets were used to bring ambient
air samples inside the cabin for particle measurements: LTI, SDI, CVI, and CN-cone. The LTI and SDI
were operated iso-kinetically (velocity at the inlet tip matched the airspeed) so that ambient concentrations
of large particles ( �m�¼j m) are preserved.

The Low Turbulence Inlet (LTI) provided sample air to streaker and impactor instruments. The LTI uses
boundary layer suction in the inlet tip to reduce the loss of large particles by turbulence. As a result, the
concentration of large particles is enhanced in the core flow. LTI flows were controlled automatically to
maintain isokinetic sampling at the inlet tip and to reduce turbulence in the diffuser inlet.

The Solid Diffuser Inlet (SDI) provided air for CCN, OPC and CN measurements, independent of the
LTI. The SDI is a conical diffuser that decelerates the flow from 110 m s �dc to 4 m s �dc . Flow rates for
isokinetic sampling with the SDI were calculated over a range of airspeeds typical for the C-130. Flow
demands of the instruments were normally fixed, and isokinetic sampling was achieved for airspeeds 113 m
s �dc . Non-isokinetic sampling occurred when the aircraft speed was different from this or during occasional
interruptions for changing sample media or servicing instruments.

f. Aerosol Particle Collections

Aerosol particle samples were collected from the LTI, SDI, and CVI. Some particles were collected on
Nucleopore filter substrate, while others were simultaneously impacted on electron microscope grids. The
particle samples were analyzed for physico-chemical properties by scanning and transmission electron mi-
croscopy (SEM and TEM, respectively) and elemental single particle analysis methods15

15See Anderson, J.R., P.R. Buseck and R. Arimoto, 1996: Characterization of the Bermuda Aerosol by combined individual-
particle and bulk-aerosol analysis, Atmos. Environ., 30, 319-338, and Twohy, C.H. and B.W. Gandrud, 1998: Electron microscope
analysis of residual particles from aircraft contrails, Geophys. Res. Lett., 25, 1359-1362.
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High volume air flow from the SDI fed a three-stage virtual impactor in which the concentration of
particles was increased by a factor 23 into sequentially smaller flows. The final highly concentrated sample
was collected on stretched teflon filters. This technique produces sufficient mass for sensitive analyses in
a relatively short time. These teflon filter samples of submicron particles and some CVI droplet residue
particles were analyzed for organic and inorganic functional groups by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy16 and for elemental analysis by X-ray Fluorescence (XRF).

g. Microphysical and Particle Instrumentation

1) LIQUID WATER PROBES

A great variety of probes were flown for estimating properties of particles (including cloud droplets) in the
STBL. To estimate bulk properties of the cloud layer, such as liquid water two PMS-King Probes, and a
PVM-100A were available. The King-probe is based on a hot wire technique which measures the liquid
water concentration in the range of 0.05-3 g m � S ; it samples a volume of 4000 cm S s �dc at 10 Hz. The PVM-
100A is a very high rate instrument which uses a light scattering technique to estimate integrated droplet
distribution volume and surface area for drops larger than Ú�j m diameter. This instrument samples a volume
of 300 cm S s �dc at a rate of up to 1000 samples per second. During flights RF01 and RF02 the PVM-100A
sampled the flow at a rate of 250 sps, on subsequent flights it sampled at 1000 samples per second.

A complementary instrument, the Cloud Integrating Nephelometer (CIN) measures in situ the optical
scattering coefficient of cloud particles with sizes over a range of about 5 to 2000 j m in diameter. Its
sample volume is 0.3 m S s �dc and data is sampled at a rate of up to 250 samples per second. Its sensitivity
to a wide size range of particles covers the individual size ranges of other microphysics probes used on the
C-130, such as the SPP-100 droplet probe and the 260X drizzle probe, making it possible to perform data
consistency checks that may enhance data accuracy.

2) OPTICAL PARTICLE PROBES

To estimate the distribution of particles at a given size a number of techniques and probes were used as
outlined in Table 6. The probes operated using one of several basic principles, single-particle scattering
(sps) or shadowing of light. The scattering of the SPP-100 and Fast-FSSP is calibrated assuming water
scatterers. the SPP-200 and SPP-300 are calibrated using beads with a refractive index of 1.59. The SPP
family of probes is derived from earlier versions from Particle Measuring Systems (PMS), with upgraded
electronics from Droplet Measurement Technologies.

3) RDMA:

The Radial Differential Mobility Analyzer (RDMA) measures the size distribution and concentration of par-
ticles in the size range 8-130nm diameter.17 The technique is to put electrical charge on particles in the sam-
ple air and then to pass the sample through a small chamber that has a continuous flow of dry, particle-free
sheath air. The flows of sample and sheath flow are precisely controlled at 8.3 and 83 cm S s �dc , respectively.
Narrow size segments of the particles are extracted by imposing an electrical field perpendicular to the air
flow, and these particles are passed to a CN counter. Every three minutes, the voltage cycles through a

16Allen, D.T., E.J. Palen, M.I. Haimov, S.V. Hering, and J.R. Young, 1994: Fourier-transform infrared-spectroscopy of aerosol
collected in a low-pressure impactor (LPI/FTIR) - Method development and field calibration, Aerosol Sci. Technol., 21, 325-342

17For more information on the RDMA technique, see Russell, L.M., S-H. Zhang, R.C. Flagan, J.H. Seinfeld, M.R. Stolzenburg,
R. Caldow, 1996: Radially classified aerosol detector for aircraft-based submicron aerosol measurements. J. Atmos. Oceanic
Techn., 13, 598-609
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Table 6: Instruments for in-situ measurements of cloud and aerosol particle size distributions.

Instrument Range Sample Volume Principle Feature Operator
[ j m] [cm � S s �dc ]

SPP-200 0.1 - 3 1 sps 10Hz, 30 ch RAF
SPP-300 0.3 - 30 7 sps 10Hz, 30 ch RAF
SPP-100 2 - 47 50 sps-water 10Hz, 40 ch RAF
Fast-FSSP 5 - 44 50 sps-water asynchronous 255 ch Brenguier
PMS-260X 10 - 640 4000 shadow 10Hz, 60 ch RAF
PMS-2DC 25 - 800 5000 shadow 10Hz, 32 ch RAF

smooth exponential curve from 0v to -5000v and back to 0v. The time histories of particle counts, volt-
ages, and flows are numerically inverted to generate up-scan and down-scan size distribution measurements,�!Û 8 ��Ü�Ý�Þ�ß � versus diameter

ß � , in sixty-two bins. Size calibrations were done with 80nm monodisperse
polystyrene latex spheres. Sample air for the RDMA came from the starboard side solid-diffuser inlet. The
RDMA performed well during all of the DYCOMS-II flights. A new bulk cloud water collection system
jointly developed at Colorado State University (CSU) and the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) was mounted on the starboard instrumentation pod (Fig. 12). It provided bulk cloud water samples
for chemical characterization and cloud processing studies.

4) CCN AND CN INSTRUMENTS

Two Wyoming CCN counters (WyoCCN) were flown during DYCOMS-II. WyoCCN is a static thermal-
gradient diffusion chamber, taking a grab sample every 30s. Both, the top plate and the bottom plate of the
chamber, are covered with water-saturated blotter paper. A temperature controller regulates the differential
temperature between the plates, thus creating a supersaturation in the center of the chamber. Particles
with critical supersaturation less than the controlled supersaturation activate and grow to the size of cloud
droplets. These are illuminated by a laser and the scattered light intensity is recorded18 . Both instruments
measured CCN number concentration at supersaturations of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.8%, and 1.6%. In addition, two
continuous flow CN counters (TSI 3010 and TSI 3760) 19 measured the concentration of particles larger
than �*+Ð�@�Hjdà .

5) CLOUD WATER COLLECTOR:

The cloud water collection system employs an axial-flow cyclone to separate cloud droplets from the ambient
air stream. At flight speeds (110 ms �dc ), ram pressure drives air and cloud droplets into the 6 cm diameter
inlet of the axial-flow cyclone. A stationary curved vane assembly redirects the incoming axially-directed
flow to produce a rapidly rotating flow field. In this flow, centrifugal force rapidly moves entrained cloud
droplets to the wall of the collector. Accumulated cloud water is drawn off the wall of the collector and
directed to a sample storage system consisting of seven storage bottles that are filled sequentially during a
flight. The entire cloud water collection system is housed in a Particle Measurement System (PMS) canister
and is operated with a LabVIEW-based control and data acquisition system.

18For a detailed description of the WyoCCN instrument see Delene and Deschler, 2000: Calibration of a photometric cloud
condensation nucleus counter designed for deployment on a baloon package, J. Atmos. Oceanic Techno., 17, 459-467

19TSI 3010 was operated by the University of Wyoming; TSI 3760 was operated by NCAR
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A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis of the axial-flow cyclone provided a prediction of col-
lector performance, and indicated a 50% cut diameter of approximately 8 microns when operated at 115 m
s �dc . Over the course of the project 54 samples were obtained. Sample pH was measured on site immediately
following each flight, and the cloud water from each sample period was preserved on site for post-campaign
analysis at CSU. Concentrations of major ions (Cl-, NO3-, SO42-, Na+, NH4+, K+, Ca2+ and Mg2+),
peroxide, formaldehyde, S(IV), and trace metals have been measured. Preliminary analysis indicates that
sodium and chloride were the two most abundant ions in every DYCOMS-II sample, accounting for ap-
proximately 2/3 of total ions in solution. Ratios of chloride, potassium, magnesium, and calcium to sodium
show that these species were present in proportions similar to those found in sea water. Sulfate, nitrate, and
ammonium had ratios that were higher than what would be expected in sea water, indicating that there were
additional sources for these species in the remote marine environment.

6) COUNTERFLOW VIRTUAL IMPACCTOR (CVI):

The counterflow virtual impactor (CVI)20 has been utilized both in the air and on the ground in studies of
aerosol/cloud interactions, cloud physics, and climate. For DYCOMS, it was used to compare properties of
material within droplets to properties of ambient aerosol particles in order to study which particles nucleate
clouds and how clouds process particles. At the CVI inlet tip, cloud droplets larger than about 8 mm
aerodynamic diameter were separated from the interstitial aerosol and impacted into dry nitrogen gas. This
separation is possible via a counterflow stream of nitrogen out the CVI tip, which assures that only cloud
droplets (with more inertia) are sampled. The water vapor and non-volatile residual particles remaining
after droplet evaporation are sampled downstream of the inlet with selected instruments. In DYCOMS, these
included a CN counter and optical particle counter to measure residual particle number and size distribution,
electron microscope samples for single particle chemical analysis, filters for FTIR/XRF analysis of organic
functional groups and elements, and a Lyman-alpha hygrometer for liquid water content.

h. Remote Sensors

1) WYOMING CLOUD RADAR (WCR):

The WCR21 was operated with a dual antenna arrangement, one antenna pointing vertically down (the nadir
beam), the other at a 38 degree backward slant in the plane defined by the aircraft axis and the nadir beam.
The two antennas were used in a rapidly interleaved fashion. Data so obtained will yield dual-Doppler
analyses. The radar was operated during all flights. The radar legs (RL in Table 3) flown not far above cloud
top yielded full coverage from the ocean surface to the top of the cloud. Flight segments in and below the
cloud layer provided partial views. Flight segments at altitudes ��á km yielded poor data because of the
loss in sensitivity with distance to the target.

The WCR spatial resolution is 30 m but the sampling/recording was done with 15 m spacing. The min-
imum detectable signal (with high signal to noise ratio) at 300 m distance to the target was about -26 dBZ.
This sensitivity was sufficient to yield measurements even in the most tenuous of the clouds encountered
during DYCOMS.

The WCR recorded data in over 90 % of the total flight times. In two flights (RF06 and RF09), the flight
plan was designed to give maximum temporal resolution in repeated sampling of the same cloud volume.

20Noone, K.J., Ogren, J.A., Heintzenberg, J., Charlson, R.J. and D.S. Covert, Design and calibration of a counterflow virtual
impactor for sampling of atmospheric fog and cloud droplets, Aer. Sci. Technol., 8, 235-244, 1988; Twohy, C.H., Schanot, A.J. and
W.A. Cooper, Measurement of condensed water content in liquid and ice clouds using an airborne counterflow virtual impactor, J.
Atmos. Oceanic Technol., 14, 197-202, 1997.

21For more info see http://www-das.uwyo.edu/ wcr
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2) SABL (SCANNING AEROSOL BACKSCATTER LIDAR)

SABL is an elastic back-scatter lidar that was used to map atmospheric back-scatter and cloud edge structure.
The lidar has a Nd:YAG laser as the source operating at 20 Hz and at two wavelengths: 1064 nm and 532
nm. SABL is mounted in an NCAR/RAF instrumentation pod on the left wing and is capable of looking
vertically either up or down. The return signals from both wavelengths are digitized with a 12-bit digitizers
at rates up to 40MHz. Cloud-top height is obtained from the remote sensing flight legs when the aircraft
was more than 200 m from the cloud. Even though the detectors are saturated by the cloud return from close
range, the range to the cloud-top or cloud-bottom can still be extracted from the return signal. Figure 14 is
plot of cloud-top height vs time from RF03 during a remote sensing leg of the flight. Cloud-top information
is obtained from individual profiles so the horizontal spacing between profiles is approximately 5 m. The 40
MHz digitization rate gives a vertical resolution of 3.75 m.

Figure 14: Cloud top derived from SABL on RF04

3) MULTICHANNEL CLOUD RADIOMETER (MCR):

The MCR is a seven-channel radiometer that scans between Ø 45 degrees about the flight track with a mirror
scan rate of 3.47 revolutions/s. Data from each channel is simultaneously sampled with an overall rate of
5000 sps. Each active scan yields 360 samples (pixels), with pixel sizes depending on height above target;
swaths widths are roughly twice the distance to the target. Since the scanning is continuous, the MCR
produces a spectrally resolved image (see for instance Fig. 15) of features below the aircraft, including
cloud tops, terrain, vegetation, pack ice, etc. Channel 7 (Table 7) is in the infrared and was hoped to provide
nocturnal imaging of the cloud layer, however this channel did not function properly and images are limited
to the daytime, and thus only the early morning periods at the end of nocturnal flights are available.

4) PYROMETERS:

Two EG&G Heimann Optoelectronics radiation pyrometers are routinely deployed on the NSF/NCAR C-
130 for the purpose of obtaining airborne surface temperature measurements. The RAF uses Heimann model
KT 19.85 pyrometers (see specifications in Table 8, which operate in the spectral range of 9.6-11.5 j m. The
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Figure 15: MCR Channel 4, from RF02

latter is a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum in which atmospheric transmission is high. Consequently,
the KT 19.85 pyrometers are, for the most part, well suited for making surface temperature measurements
on board research aircraft. Certain environmental effects can degrade the accuracy of surface temperature
measurements obtained from Heimann pyrometers flown on aircraft. Specifically, potential errors can be
introduced into surface temperature measurements obtained using these pyrometers by: 1) non-unity emit-
tance and non-zero reflectance of the ground or sea surface being studied; 2) the emission of infrared (IR)
radiation by water vapor in the atmospheric layer between the pyrometer and the surface. Additional dis-
cussion of these two phenomena and on the Heimann KT 19.85 pyrometers in general can be found in RAF
Bulletin Number 25, Passive Broadband and Spectral Radiometric Measurements Available on NSF/NCAR
Research Aircraft, which is available on-line at http://raf.atd.ucar.edu/Bulletins/bulletin25.html.

Calibration of the Heimann pyrometers is carried out periodically in the RAF calibration laboratory

Table 7: Specifications for MCR.

Channel â [ j m] N{â7ã�ä{å�æ [ j m] Application
1 0.640 0.063 ç and cloud mapping
2 0.761 0.001
3 0.763 0.001
4 1.06 0.07 èPé
5 1.64 0.05 phase
6 2.16 0.08 phase and particle size
7 10.9 0.9 Not operating
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Table 8: Specifications for Heimann KT 19.85 Pyrometer.

Passband: 9.6–11.5 j m
Range: -50–400 Õ C
Resolution: C1�sÕ C (depending on surface temperature)
Response Time: 0.3 s (adjustable)
Field of View: 2 Õ

using an Eppley Laboratories, Inc. Infrared Blackbody Source Model BB16T. This blackbody target displays
a temperature accuracy and uniformity of 0.1 Õ C over a temperature range of 10 to +60 Õ C and has an
emissivity of 0.995.

5) SATELLITES:

Various satellite data which was collected as part of the study is tabulated in Table 9.

Table 9: Satellite data sets.

Platform Sensor Types Data Types
GOES Imager and Sounder Binary data and images
NOAA AVHRR,AMSU,HIRS,SSU,MSU Binary data and images
DMSP SSM/I and Visible/Infrared Sensor Binary data and images
QuikSCAT Scatterometer Binary data
ERS-1 Scatterometer Images
TRMM Microwave Imager Binary data
Terra MODIS Binary data
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